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AUTHOR LIFE...
For me, autumn means full-on kids' hockey season is underway. I'm pumped. My kid is
pumped. And my coffee and laptop are ready for 6 am practice in East Rinkwater. Hockey
swaps are where it's at, too. I'll be trading in my Bantam son's old knee pads because he
sprouted another two inches. And my tiny peanut of a nearly-4-year-old niece is hitting the
ice for the first time. Tiny helmet, adorable hockey skates, and a milk crate to push around
until her knees stop bowing. Someday it's likely she'll check my son into the boards. I'm so
pumped for hockey season!
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Latest News...

A big thank you to all those who picked up my book, Un Momento: A Taste of
Italian-American Pastimes, an Amazon #1 Best Seller in Family Activities. When you
get a minute, please leave a review on Amazon or Goodreads. If you haven't read it,
please order yours now!
And congrats to Morgan C., winner of the "Take A Moment" Giveaway!"
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When blood is thicker than water,
And a formula for revenge threatens a global calamity,
Devlin Lucchesi must race against time to stop it,
Come HELL Rangers or high water.
Thirsty yet?

HELL, yes! FORMULA: Another HELL Ranger Thriller
will be available in Ebook & Print on November 15!

Want to join my REVIEWER PIT CREW? I'm randomly giving away 15 FREE
Advance Review Copies for your review comments on Amazon or Goodreads! Sign
up by Friday, 9/28 on my Contact page for a chance to get one.

Want a SNEAK PEEK...read the first few chapters of FORMULA in this free preview.

Here's what others have said about FORMULA so far...
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“Strap in. The HELL Rangers will take you on the ride of your life with Formula. With
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twists and turns from the first page to the last, Gina Fava races to the head of the pack.”
- J.M. Leduc, Amazon bestselling author, Sinclair O'Malley series
“[An] electrifying mystery…with [w]hirlwind pacing, breathless action, a sexy hero,
and a tough but stunning heroine.”
- Sheila McCormick, author of Cousin Andrew
“Fava not only has a unique talent for storytelling, but it's obvious too that her meticulous
research brings credibility, depth, and real beauty to this novel that will undoubtedly
satisfy both men and women.”
- Stephen Besecker, author of The Samaritan and Executive Power

PRE-ORDER "FORMULA" EBOOK NOW

FOR WRITERS...

[Fun Facts, Tips, & Inspiration on the Writing Process for Aspiring Authors]

Doctor and author, D.P Lyle, writes The Crime Fiction Writers' Blog, where he
articulates the science behind crime. It's informative, fun to read, and now features a
regular podcast. And aside from well-researched and entertaining fiction, he's also
written valuable how-to writing resources, including Forensics for Dummies -- my
go-to whenever I want to write an authentic crime scene.

BOOK LOVE...

[Books I've Been Reading that I HAD to Share]

Here's what I read last month...
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NIFTY GIF...
I'm so excited for the release of FORMULA: Another HELL
Ranger Thriller! I couldn't decide which gif to use...let me know
which one is your favorite:
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FOLLOW ALONG...
Facebook

Twitter

Instagram

Website

Follow me on social media for the latest news. Check out my website to learn more.
Have a question? Email me from the contact form on my website. I look forward to
connecting!
As always, thank you for reading.
Yours in celebration of liver, fava beans, and a nice Chianti,

Gina Fava
GINA FAVA is the author of award winning short stories and the critically
acclaimed international suspense thrillers The Race and The Sculptor (Best
Mystery/Suspense Ebook by Indie Book Awards). Un Momento: A Taste of
Italian-American Pastimes is her collection of family recipes and personal
essays on tradition, family, food, wine, travel, and art. Formula, the much
anticipated sequel to The Race, is due for publication this Fall. She travels to
Italy often to hunt down hard-core grappa. A native Buffalonian, she lives
with her family in New England.
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